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#1 Prioritizing Libero Responsibilities

1)Passing in Serve Receive
60-70 % of your points are scored in serve receive. Your libero

must 
have the ability to start the process with a good pass.

2)Defense
The team that can out dig their opponent will win the game 71% of the time. Not
only does your libero need to collect digs, they need to emphasize quality digs.
If your team can convert 25% of their digs into kills they will win more than 62%
of those games.

3)Secondary Setter
More  and more teams are attacking at the setter to take her out of system.
Having a front row player set the second ball in this situation is a HUGE mistake
at all levels.  Maximize your team’s options by having your second setter be the
only player CAN’T ATTACK the ball anyway!!!

LIBEROS SHOULD ALWAYS:

-Understand the strengths and weaknesses of her team

-Be empowered to adjust the serve receive patterns

-Monitors serve receive spacing and weak areas

-Have a good idea of how the opponents will serve us



#3 Pass in the area opponents are Serving
 More than 60% of the serves go to middle back.  In

most team serve receive set-ups, a libero can pass
in the middle back all 6 rotations.  (See Handout)

 If one particular server can only serve to one area
with top velocity and accuracy, then rotate your
formation and have the libero pass in that area.  At
least you will force the server into an uncomfortable
serve.

 Don’t have libero in deep coverage since 
they can’t hit out of system and they can’t attack

 Put your libero be in primary coverage  (it’s a defensive play !!!)

 This allows them to act as second
setter if the setter digs in coverage

 See handout for placement
of libero in coverage

#5 Take a “snapshot” of opponent defense
 Have the libero take a mental “photograph” of the

opponents defensive alignment after the ball has
been attacked past the block.

 Use this information to
create better attacking
options on later attempts.



Libero is in the best position to look at the blockers
and tell the hitter where the weaknesses are.

This will also help her predict the rebound angles
when covering her hitter

“Hit it over Stanford’s
two All-American’s”  

#7         Captain of the Defense
Libero should:

 Be the person to call the defensive scheme

 Relay the defensive signals from the bench

 Empowered to make defensive suggestions to the coach

 Know the defensive responsibilities of every position

 Know your opponent’s tendencies
by creating a shot chart for serve
receive.

 When serving, place the libero in
the area opponents  are most likely to
hit into.

 Can also be used to defend a likely
first ball setter dump.



#9         Freedom to Read

 Allow the experienced
libero the freedom to adjust
forward, backward, left and
right as she sees the
offensive attack unfolding.

 Libero should know the
type of serve each server will
serve

She should also have a
good idea of where that
server likes to serve

Can make floor
adjustments based on this
information

#15.. likes to jump
topspin to zone 1 !!!

#11    First Ball Over
 We want the libero to

create the tempo on
easy balls.

 Libero is in position
to cover setter
attacks.

 They take every
possible free ball,
down ball, and over
pass.



 Teams will warm-up
practicing strategies they will
try to use during the game.

 The libero can study warm-
ups to see what changes the
opponents are making from
the original scouting report.

 The libero can also study
warm-ups for visual clues that
might help her predict what
shot a hitter might use.

#13     Remember rotation tendencies

 Libero should remember the last time the opponent
was in this rotation.

 Make her teammates aware of the play opponents
used last time, who hit the ball, and where they hit
it.

 Make defensive adjustments based on this
information.

#14     Provide important feedback
 Allow the libero to have

the “pulse of the team”.

 She can share issues,
concerns, and
insecurities that are
happening on the floor.

 Allowed to make
suggestions based on
what she sees and
hears.



 Opponents often attack at your
setter,
    who should set the next ball?

Libero is the only players who can’t
    attack, they should be the one who
    sets the second ball.

 This allows both antenna hitters
     and your primary back row hitter
     to hit the out of system ball.

Key Points
 Maximize the Libero by taking

advantage of their positional
limitation.

 Challenge the libero to take
more responsibility in the
serve receive and defensive
phases of the game.

 Put your libero in the
positions that are most likely
to help your team earn points
and WIN !!!!


